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According to the MBA knowledge base website, the components of the management information system consist of people, data, networks, hardware and software. Each component produces, stores and/or analyzes data to obtain information used in the operation of the company. The people component includes end users and information
system specialists. End users are customers who will benefit from the information produced by the system. System specialists are people who operate and maintain an information system. The data component is exactly what it sounds like. This is data entered and stored by the system so that it can be analyzed and manipulated to provide
information to end users. A network component is computers, disks, and processors that are used to connect all components to a communication system, such as the Internet or intranet. A hardware component is the actual internal operation of a computer and includes things like discs, circuits, and storage devices where data is stored
and stored. The fifth component, software, is actual computer programs that were written to store, process, compile, extract, and create information from data. These five interconnected components create a management information system. Management information systems use information technology to collect and transmit all
information used by a company or institution to operate. Each department or function of the organization creates its own operational and financial data, as a result of which it has its own information system to track all this. There are as many types of management information systems as there are departments or functions in your
organization, but there are several specific systems that almost every organization or institution needs to make an entire unit run smoothly. A management reporting system is a database designed to report the finances and operations of all levels of management in an organization. The company management reporting system is
commonly used by mid-level managers to generate regular reports comparing current and previous financial performance to determine financial growth and track the performance of mid-level managers themselves. Senior management uses data generated by the reporting system to compare the company's current financial position and
operational efficiency with its pre-established business goals. The process control system monitors the company's physical or industrial processes, such as metal production, oil processing or automotive assembly. The control system continuously collects data and is programmatic to generate regular reports on system performance. The
manager analyzes process control reports to determine how often a specific event occurs during a production process or often during this period the company deviated from the repeatable production process. This information tracking overall production efficiency and safety of machinery and workers. The sales and marketing system
supports management in performing and tracking the effectiveness of the organization's sales and marketing functions. These include developing products that predict sales build and tracking ad points and distribution channel price management schedules, discounts, and promotions that implement effective advertising and promotional
reports, and inform managers which products they sell and which don't and how well each product in the company's warehouse sells at each retail location. The inventory control system tracks everything that comes with inventory, including sales, spoiling, theft, and inventory at hand, allowing management to determine when individual
goods are getting low and require replenishment, both in the company's warehouse and at any of its individual retail locations. Tracks the transfer of inventory to inventory, from inventory to warehouse, sales, and returns. The accounting and finance system tracks the organization's assets and investments and compiles all financial
reporting data required by law for functions such as payroll, federal, state, and local taxes and pension funds. This system shall provide all the reports necessary for periodic financial audits and annual reports if the organisation or institution draws them up. The accounting and finance system also facilitates the daily accounting of routine
transactions such as sales revenues, returns, deposits and bank transfers. All monthly financial statements, such as the balance sheet and the profit and loss account, are generated from this system. These statements are necessary for medium and senior managers to track current financial success relative to past performance and
predetermined targets for future growth. The human resources information management system supports the day-to-day management and tracking of employees and recruitment. These systems track some of the financial elements of human resources that overlap with the accounting and financial system, such as wages, benefits and
pensions, but the human resources system is much more. It can improve communication between employees and human resources by providing an electronic hr policy center, compliance information, and mandatory training. It can automate employee time measurement, track attendance at work, calculate available and used leave, and
allow employees to request leave or sick leave, all without the physical involvement of the manager. The recruitment function is also automated through the human resources management system by collecting and analysing resumes to identify qualified potential employees. An information management system for office automation or
enterprise collaboration enables managers to control information across the organisation. Any electronic communication devices or media used by managers in your organization for the managers, with their employees or for employees to communicate with each other subject to the umbrella of the office automation information system.
These devices and media can include landlines, mobile phones, the Internet, intranet, multimedia, voicemail and email, file sharing, and video conferencing. The strategic management process is important for establishing the company's missions, objectives and procedures. Typically created by the owner or top management of the
company, the strategic management plan offers direction and guidance to employees, defines measurable goals and timelines, and sets the responsibilities of all employees. Marketing and sales forecasts are included in the strategic plan, as well as plans to review the achievements of each department. The mission is the main reason for
the existence of the company. It should clearly define the company's objectives and objectives. The creation of mission declarations is the first step in the strategic management process; all other work on the formulation of the strategic plan comes from the core mission. Company goals should be formulated after the mission is defined.
Goals include financial expectations that project sales results, profit margins, customer attraction and retention, and expense parameters. The objectives set out in the strategic planning process should be measurable; schedules in order to review every aspect of the objectives. Once the goals are created, the strategic management
planning team can enter the information collection phase. Successful strategic planning processes bring employees and consultants to add input to each phase of the plan. Sales and marketing teams bring you information about the current landscape in which your business operates. Human resource managers provide statistics on
retention, healthcare costs, and employee performance assessments. An external consultant can bring market research and competition analysis to provide a complete picture of the current business environment. Since all information is presented, the strategic management team must analyze the reports and classify the strengths and
weaknesses of the company in order to develop the final strategic plan. Plans can be formulated when all information is available. Advertising and marketing strategies can be identified and implemented. Cost cuts and cuts can be made to adjust the profit margin to the company's goals. New services and products can be developed to
leverage niche markets that show promise. All revenue opportunities should be explored and defined or rejected, and leadership should be put in place to implement different strategies. Leaders should be given timelines, expectations, budget parameters and power. All strategic management plans must have audits and regular reviews
built into this process. Changes must be made to the Reporting deadlines should be honoured and feedback should be Periodically. The strategic planning team should meet every year to review the entire strategic planning process. Business climates, market trends and technological advances require current and regularly updated
strategic planning to enable the company to be competitive and successful. Successful.
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